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In this issue:

UAS KETCHIKAN IS     
  ROCKING THE NUMBERS

KETCHIKAN UP 9% FROM LAST
YEAR ON IMPORTANT INDICATOR

SHOWING OUR BEST

GETTING WET AND
  WILD IN THE LIBRARY

plus 
summer registration: gettin' a

little fungi up in here
and ask uas to take up 

alaska native 
and climate issues

 

PROF.  ZIEGLER REPORTS 
  FROM AAC&U CONFERENCE 

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A L A S K A  S O U T H E A S T
K E T C H I K A N

NEWS ON THE GER



At the national virtual conference, Prof. Ziegler learned
about what is new in the world of General Education
Requirements (GER) assessment. And, as co-chair of the
Provost Assessment Committee (PAC), she has been
working with a team of six faculty to develop guidelines
for  assessing  student  progress  on the GERs at UAS. This

Ketchikan  excels

GER CONFERENCE

this month, Prof. Ali Ziegler attended the

Association of American of Colleges &

Universities'  Conference on General Education,

Pedagogy, and Assessment. Contributed by her. 
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Within the UA system, the Ketchikan Campus was fourth in terms of growth in
registered student credit hours compared to numbers from last year.  Even
though the UA system as a whole lost 10.2%, Ketchikan gained 9.1%. This is a
testament of how well we have pulled together and kept forging ahead with our
mission!

meeting was an opportunity to see how other institutions manage this process.
Prof. Ziegler reports that we are generally on the same page and share similar
long-term goals. One goal of particular interest is moving toward greater
standardization in the process. Currently, workshops are conducted every
semester where teams of faculty volunteers assess student work, but it is
feasible  in the future that standardize  assessment  might be possible for some

of the GERs (such as critical
thinking) using a computer-
ized questionnaire which
students would complete
online online.



The next three topics at the
Campus Library's ASK UAS series
will be hitting hard on issues
important to Alaskans. In April,
Prof. Freitag will be talking
Alaska's oceans, and in May, Prof.
Morgan will be talking climate
change in Alaska. 

And, coming up in March, the
program is honored to be hosting
Irene Dunas, recent appointee to
the Smithsonian Institute's Native
American Repatriation Review
Committee.  She'll be giving a
more compact version of the talk
she delivered last fall to Evening at
Egan. 

Even more exciting, Dundas has
expressed eagerness in helping the
Campus Library's programming
incorporate more Alaska Native
perspectives going forward.

C O M I N G  T O  A S K  U A S
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As a reminder, avoid opening suspicious emails,  and
especially don't click on links in those emails.   If an
email is requesting you send personal information, 
 don't do it!  

CONTRI BUTED BY BILL AYERS
TECH CORNER
EMAIL PHISHING IS ON THE RISE
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A popular tactic of late, malicious sources are hacking social media accounts and
then sending suspicious emails to people in the accounts' contact lists. So, be
cautious. If an email from a friend or colleague seems strange, call the person and
verify the email was really from them.

Summer registration
Summer registration is here! And
with that comes some great Alaska-
focused, Ketchikan-taught classes.
'Alaska Politics and Government,'
'Alaska History,' and 'Alaska Native
Cultures' all meet exclusively on the
web.

Additionally, Prof. Morgan will be
teaching 'Exploring Intertidal Sealife
of Southeast Alaska,' and 'Plants,
Lichens, and Fungi of Southeast
Alaska,' in a mixed web and out-in-
nature teaching experience. Time to
pull on the Xtra Tuffs!



A THANK YOU
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FROM THE LIBRARY STAFF TO YOU

On Wednesday the 10th, a pipe burst in the Ziegler Building,

leading to flooding in the Campus Library and Student

Center, which also leaked downstairs. A significant portion

of the Library collection was damaged. Thankfully, with the

help of all hands on deck, we were able to get the wet books

outside into the freezing temperatures as a temporary

measure against further water damage. And never fear, we

will be coming back stronger than ever following this, and

are excited about the future.

However, we wanted to make sure to extend a very personal

thank you to our fellow UAS staff and faculty who showed

up, and muscled up, to help us in very sacrificial ways.  

First and foremost, thank you to Mike and Kenny for being

on hand to stop the flooding, making it safe for us to get

back in, and putting in so much effort during the clean up

over these last couple of weeks.  Shellie, Angie, Brenda,

Tessa, and Julia went above and beyond, working late into

the night with us that first, critical night (often out in the

frigid night temperatures), and even came back the next day

for more punishment. Chris, Kasia, Larry, Mike, Rod, and

we're sure many more also, joined the group on Thursday to

help corral the remaining affected books outside for staging,

plus prep the remaining books to gain maximum benefit

from the drying fans and dehumidifiers. You are all dear in

our hearts. 

-- Kathy, Kathleen, and Michelle


